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Preview/プレビュー 

These articles serve as the abstract of the author’s ideas sharing and personal 

research on the certain professional areas for personal use only. Copy, 

redistribute the article in any medium or format and remix, transform, and build 

upon this articles is allowed with the condition of following the license terms of 

Attribution-ShareAlike CC BY-SA. Although, the T&C of this international license 

do not has the restricted on commercial purposes, try not to use this articles for 

any commercial purposes to show the typical respect as the author believe that 

the knowledge and ideas should be free for all to access as the fundamental for 

this globalization society to keep on the growth. 

これらの記事は、個人的な使用のための特定の専門分野に関する著者のアイデア共有

と個人研究の要約として機能します。 いかなる媒体またはフォーマットでも記事をコ

ピー、再配布、リミックス、変換、ビルドすることは、帰属 -  ShareAlike CC BY-SA

のライセンス条項に従うことを条件として許可されます。 この国際免許の T＆C は、

商業目的では制限されていませんが、商業目的でこの記事を使用しないでください。 

このグローバリゼーション社会が成長を続けるためには基本的なことです。 
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About the Author/著者について  

Norikatsu Miyamoto was a pseudonym given by Norikatsu Miyamoto’s sensei who 

engage in the work of Shogi-internationalization. Norikatsu Miyamoto’s academic 

expertise is in the area of psychology, he is also a Chinese Chess player, 

International Chess player, Thailand Chess player, Shogi player, and Yoninshogi 

player. The enthusiasm of studying about the Chess Therapy and involved himself 

as a professional player in multiple kinds of Chess lead Norikatsu Miyamoto to 

keep on developing his skills on both psychology area and variety of Chess 

developmental areas. 

Expertise: Yoninshogi-internationalization, Philosophy of Shogi, Mathematical 

Shogi, Neuroscience of Shogi, Chess Variants.  

Contact: miyamotonorikatsu@gmail.com 
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Chapter 1 

Yoninshogi-internationalization 

四人将棋-国際化  

Yoninshogi-internationalization can be defined as the growing tendency of 

yoninshogi to provide benefits in term of cognitive development for the younger 

generation to the growth of globalization society across national boundaries. It 

was understudied and serve as an approach to make the yoninshogi easily 

adaptable to different cultures and languages. In the simple definition of this term 

is making yoninshogi known throughout the world for the purpose of enhancing 

the well-being. Some examples of potential benefits that human can obtain from 

involving in board game such as chess, yoninshogi, and etcetera are as below 

(Ferguson & Robert, 1995): 

Focusing - Observe carefully and concentrating. If people don’t watch what is 

happening, they can’t respond to it, no matter how smart they are. 

Visualizing - Imagine a sequence of actions before it happens. The game actually 

helps to strengthen the ability to visualize by training us to shift the pieces in our 

mind, first one, then several moves ahead. 

Thinking Ahead - Think first, then act. The game taught us to ask ourselves “If I do 

this, what might happen then, and how can I respond?” Over time, chess helps 

develop patience. 
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Weighing Options - Don’t have to do the first thing that pops into their mind. We 

learn to identify alternatives and consider the pros and cons of various actions. 

Analyzing Concretely - Evaluate the results of specific actions and sequences. 

Does this sequence help me or hurt me? Decisions are better when guided by 

logic, rather than impulse. 

Thinking Abstractly - Step back periodically from details and consider the bigger 

picture. Learn to take patterns used in one context and apply them to different, 

but related situations. 

Planning - Develop longer range goals and take steps toward bringing them about. 

We are also taught of the need to reevaluate their plans as new developments 

change the situation. 

Juggling Multiple Considerations Simultaneously -We are encouraged not to 

become overly absorbed in any one consideration, but to try to weigh various 

factors all at once. 
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Yoninshogi/四人将棋 
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Chapter 2 

Philosophy of Shogi 

将棋の哲学  

 

Photo Credited: Jonas E. Alexis 

 

In ancient Greek, philosophy is the study of general and fundamental issues 

concerning matters such as wisdom, values, mind, existence, and etcetera. 

Therefore, philosophy told to be associated with wisdom, intellectual culture and 

a search for knowledge (Grayling, 1998).  

https://www.veteranstoday.com/author/alexis/
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The philosophy of Shogi or known as Shogi’s philosophy is the study of how the 

Shogi visualizes the human life and obtain the insight from the game of Shogi by 

using philosophical methods. Philosophical methods that applied to the Shogi’s 

pieces, movement, board, strategies, role, and functions to relate to the value of 

human life include questioning, critical discussion, and rational argument. For 

example, the philosophy of Pawn (歩兵) and the philosophy of Bishop (角行) which 

had discussed we can discover about ourselves by study and discuss on the 

Pieces, board, formation, and culture in the Shogi (Miyamoto, 2017).  

Law of irreducible complexity.  

Irreducible complexity (IC) is the ideology which biological systems cannot evolve 

by continuous small modifications to pre-existing functional systems through 

natural selection. It is central to the creationist concept of intelligent design (Behe, 

2006). Basically, Irreducible complexity is contradicting with the evolutionary 

theory. With the application of the concept of Irreducible complexity into the 

thinking of creation for Shogi, people can have a wide range of thinking about 

‘why’ and ‘how’ the Shogi’s pieces functions and roles project the human’s past, 

recent and future life. To epitome, the analogy of Pawn in human life that 

discussed by Miyamoto Norikatsu in Philosophy of Pawn-session 2 had mentioned 

about the complex and the special of each human life which make every single 

human being under the sun consist of different value, quality, function, and role 

throughout the whole human life. In simply, people can try to figure out the 

reasons for us being here and the origin of us with the help of Shogi as the 

platform for us to think critically. In the nutshell, Philosophy of Shogi helps people 
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to think beyond the Shogi game abstractly to obtain awareness in human life or 

our own aims, purposes, and values of life with different kind of theories’ concept 

as the fundamental or foundation for the cognitive process during the game and 

the study of Shogi.  

 

 

Photo Credited: Dr. Marian C Ghilea 

 

 

 

 

https://www.veteranstoday.com/author/alexis/
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Chapter 3 

Mathematical Shogi 

数学の将棋 

The scientific study of Shogi with the mathematical ways as the platform to 

provide the clear vision for the people to understand and study the functioning of 

the Shogi game.   

Law of Chance (Probability). 

Law of Chance was discussed with the universal probability bound by William A. 

Dembski who is an American mathematician, philosopher, and theologian. 

Although this theory is used for the purpose to promote intelligent design same 

as the purpose for the law of irreducible complexity, the fundamental of this 

theory can be utilized as the reference to carrying out critical discussion, and 

rational argument in mathematical method (Dembski, 2004).  

“Dembski's estimate” 

The number of elementary particles in the observable universe: 

1

1080
= 1e − 80 

The maximum rate per second at which transitions in physical states can occur: 

(i.e., the inverse of the Planck time). 

1

1045
= 1e − 45 
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A billion times longer than the typical estimated age of the universe in seconds: 

1

1025
= 1e − 25 

Therefore, Dembski's original value for the universal probability bound: 

(1e − 80) + (1e − 45) + (1e − 25) = (1e − 150) =
1

10150
 

Let say people study on the very first move of Shogi opening. The possible 

movement of the first move in Shogi consists of 30 different movements with 

different pieces. Which mean the equation will be look like as below: 

1

30
= 0.03333333333 

This condition applies regardless of the experiences and other confounding 

variables that can direct or indirectly influence the probability of each of the 

movement for the first move. In simple word, the figure given above is the equal 

possibility of each move being chosen by the player for the first move of Shogi 

game. However, this is just the possibility that without taking in the count of the 

other factors and the following movement until the last step of the game. 

Moreover, the chance of each of the movement also cannot be eliminated with the 

mathematical way shown below:  

0.03333333333 > 1e − 150 

Calculation makes the justified that each of the chance has possible to happen 

and the figure with fluctuation along the game of Shogi will occur. Unluckily, the 

limited resources and knowledge act as the obstacles for human to maximize the 
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understanding of Shogi movement as well as the other board game. The current 

limitless and undefined mathematical equation is shown below: 

An undefined a/0 form: 
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Chapter 4 

Neuroscience of Shogi 

将棋の神経科学 

Psychologists have been studying the players of board games for more than a 

century. However, there has been almost no work on the underlying neural 

mechanisms. Consequently, differences in neural activity between the brains of 

amateur and expert players remain poorly understood. Dr.Tanaka and his 

colleagues designed a study to provide much-needed data on brain function in 

the field of brain study with Shogi as the platform and significant expertise in 

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) used this non-invasive technique 

to pinpoint which parts of the brain are active at a particular time. Neuroscience 

or also can be known as brain science is the scientific study of the nervous system 

(Merriam-Webster, 2018). The methods applied by neuroscientists have also 

expanded exceedingly that from molecular and cellular studies of individual 

neurons to imaging of sensory and motor tasks in the brain. The projects and 

researches that carry out to investigate the connection between brain and Shogi 

were done by RIKEN Brain Science Institute. There were some researches that 

attract the attention of Shogi player and consist interesting finding. For example, 

the study of brain activity when the Shogi player performs the attack or defense 

strategy. Please refer to the diagram α below:  
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Diagram α 

The researchers had found the three regions of brain that were more engaged 

when the Shogi player choose the optimal strategy than when choosing the best 

move once a strategy was given. Surprisingly, the researchers note that the brain 

activity in two regions of the brain depended on which strategy was chosen. 

Choosing to attack will lead to the greater activity in posterior cingulate cortex 

while choosing to defend was associated with greater activity of rostral anterior 

cingulate cortex. Additionally, the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex was equally 

active for both strategies (Wan, Cheng, & Tanaka, 2015).  
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Diagram β 

In diagramβ, the researchers worked with groups of professional and high/low-

rank amateur players of Shogi. They studied short and longer-term responses of 

the participants when asked to plot the best next-move in numerous Shogi 

problems, akin to chess problems (Wan, Nakatani, Ueno, Asamizuya, Cheng, & 

Tanaka, 2011). After the researchers were seeing the state of play, professional 

Shogi players respond intuitively to a game situation by recognizing the pattern 

in the precuneus area of the brain, which passes to the caudate nucleus for a 

response as shown in the diagram β above.  

In the nutshell, neuroscience of Shogi considered as the growing area which 

requested more people to give in support as the driving force to make the better 

tomorrow for the study of Brain and Shogi.  
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Chapter 5 

Chess Variants 

チェスの変形 

Chess variants or also known as unorthodox chess is a board game "related to, 

derived from, or inspired by chess". Chess variants consist of different rules of 

movement, game objective, capture, and etcetera. Additionally, there might also 

have some substitution or removal of pieces compared to the standard chess and 

the non-standard pieces will know as the “fairy pieces”. Besides, chess variants 

had the evolution of different chessboards such as larger or smaller than the 

standard chess, non-square board shape, or difference intra-board cell shapes 

like hexagons. The example of Chess Variants was Apothecary Chess 1 and 

Apothecary Chess 2 by Dr. Aurelian Florea in the year 2017. Kindly refer to the 

picture below: 

 

Apothecary Chess 
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For anyone who interested to know more about Apothecary Chess or the other 

Chess Variants around the world, please do visit “the chess variants pages” for 

more information.  

Omni-Chess. 

Omni-Chess was created in January 2018 after the researches and modification 

of the creator and his professional team throughout the year of 2017. Omni-Chess 

began with the idea of combine International Chess, Shogi (Japanese Chess), 

Xiangqi (Chinese Chess), and Makruk (Thailand Chess). The inspiration for the 

creation of Omni-Chess was from the Yoninshogi (4 person Japanese Chess) and 

“四國象棋” (four person Chinese chess) by a professor in National Kaohsiung 

University of Applied Science.  

The name of the Omni-Chess principally refers to the combination of four different 

types of Chess in a board with retaining of the original ability and rules of all the 

pieces from the four types of Chess. With the maintenance of the competence and 

rules of each of the Chess for this game, the player can learn about the other three 

type of chess movement and the culture of the other nations as well. As Omni-

Chess is the combination of four different type of Chess which come from four 

different culture and nation. The major change of this game is the Xiangqi 

(Chinese Chess) which the pieces should be move on the intersections between 

spaces instead of in the boxes. This major amending of Xiangqi was done to make 

the Xiangqi able to play together with the other three types of chess. There was 

no influence on the origin movement of Xiangqi after this changing.  Additionally, 
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there were people who question the fairness of Omni-Chess due to a different kind 

of the Chess and the ability in each of the Chess. However, the value and the 

enjoyment of the Omni-Chess is because of the difference of each of the Chess as 

the purpose of I mentioned above which people will learn the other three kind of 

Chess and also the culture. The setup of the Omni-Chess is as the picture below: 

 

Omni-Chess 

Omni-Chess is the ongoing project which requests more research to make it fun 

and benefits to the mankind society along with the objectives of the creation of 

Omni-Chess. Stay tuned for the update for the Omni-Chess as this Chess Variant 

is still on the progress of amending and researching. Any opinions or 

perspectives can be provided to the author with the purpose of improvement and 

advancement toward the chess variants and the development of Omni-Chess. 
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Chapter 6 

Strategies study 

戦略研究 

Incomplete Tactic List of Yoninshogi (四人将棋) 

Incomplete Tactic List is the strategies that haven’t well develop and request 

further study and suggestion from everyone to make it become good tactics that 

can be applied to players in the future. The ideas below were initial by Norikatsu 

Miyamoto and erect together with his team. However, It is still considered as the 

incomplete tactic for this moment due to lack of research and study toward those 

strategies. The incomplete tactic list is as below: 

1.) 鐵門栓改–アイアンゲートボルト改（Aiangētoboruto 改） 
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The basic concept of a powerful tactical combo: Iron Bolt [Chinese: 鐵門栓] of 

Chinese Chess (象棋) which request player to attack the opponent door ribs “将门

肋道” with rook “車” or soldier “兵”.The particular of 鐵門栓 in Chinese Chess is 

just by using two pieces as main attackers and checkmate the opponent who is 

still in the condition of good defense. Therefore, it is a very basic concept that 

might be seen in competition frequently. 

 If player gain the control of the mid-lane and the opponent door ribs “将门肋道” 

with the ability of keep on attack on the opponent door ribs “将门肋道”, the player 

can win the match easily. However, if the opponent manages to secure the door 

ribs “将门肋道”, this tactic” 鐵門栓” will not be used as a killing move and player 

may need to change to another tactic. 

Therefore, if the concept of鐵門栓 apply into Yoninshogi （四人将棋）, it will create 

a strong defense with moderate attack. It will look like the picture above when the 

strategy is applied. Basically, door ribs “将门肋道” in Chinese Chess is referring 

to the column that beside the king “将”. Therefore, in the picture, the rook “飛車” 

is located beside the column of the gyoku. The attacking method will reliance on 

the rook “飛車” or soldier “步兵” same as in Chinese chess (象棋) which reliance 

on rook “車” or soldier “兵”. 

Suggestions and recommendations to improve this particular movement are 

highly welcomed through email to the author. The vital of the development of this 

movement is to link up the culture of Chinese and Japanese as a form of harmony 
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and sharing within this both culture value. Both of the culture’s strengths were 

obtained and applied in this movement as the foundation to make a good strategy. 

For certain people, is seen to be nonsense or even sound untrue that culture can 

be simply applied, but don’t forget that culture can be adapt and culture is also a 

creation of mankind in society. It serves as a very subjective “thing” that don’t 

have border and limit in this world.    

2.) 天守重戦車戦法—(Tenshu jū sensha senpō) 

 

3.) 五月凶殺陣--守式第一式--銀の玄坤—(Gogatsu Kyō satsujin Mori-shiki dai ichi-

shiki--Gin no gen hitsujisaru) 

 

 

 

（駒を）取る：capture "toru"  
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4.) 五月凶殺陣--攻略最終式--韜晦戦法（Kōryaku saishū-shiki --- [Tokai senpo] ） 
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Glossary/ 用語集 

1. Apothecary Chess 

An invention of Chess Variants by Dr. Aurelian Florea.  

2. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)  

Apparatus that use to measure brain activity by detecting changes associated with blood 

flow. 

3. Omni-Chess 

An ongoing project that combine four different kind of Chess around the World by 

Norikatsu Miyamoto.  

4. 𝛂 
Symbol of Alpha. 

5. 𝛃 

Symbol of Beta. 

6. RIKEN Brain Science Institute 

a non-profit research institute focusing on neuroscience located in Wako city, Saitama 

Prefecture in the greater Tokyo area, Japan. 

7. National Kaohsiung University of Applied Science 
a university located in Yanchao District, Kaohsiung, Taiwan. 

8. Precuneus area  

a part of the superior parietal lobule in front of the occipital lobe (cuneus). 

9. Pseudonym 

a fictitious name used by an author. 

10.  Etcetera 

used at the end of a list to indicate that further, similar items are included. 

11. The chess variants pages 

a popular non-commercial Internet website devoted to chess variants created by Hans 

Bodlaender in 1995. 

12. Universal probability bound 

a probabilistic threshold whose existence. 

13. Driving Force 

Impetus, power, or energy behind something in motion. 

14. Planck time 

Unit of time in the system of natural units known as Planck units. 

15. non-invasive technique 

A medical procedure when no break into the skin is created.  
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Recommended Supplementary 

推奨補足 

81dojo – international shogi server 

Shogi Club 24 – biggest shogi server (English version in top right corner) 

PlayOK – server with many types of games, including shogi 

Littlegolem – correspondence shogi 

Brainking – correspondence shogi 

Hamu Shogi – shogi for beginners, challenge the hamster 

 

Shogi tools: 

Shogi Playground – tool for many things including: creation of shogi diagrams and 
kifu with possibility of sharing online or analyzing your own game. 

 

Interesting shogi blogs: 

ShogiFan – blog of Diego Gonzalez 

Dengeki Shadow – Shogi in Spanish, result of cooperation of Spanish speaking 
countries like Mexico, Argentina, Columbia and Spain. Containing my posts 
translated to Spanish. 

Shogi Philosophy – blog of Norikatsu 

Ryou’s Shogi World – blog of Ryou Takehito 

Shogi En Espanol – blog of Jonatan Ruiz (Spanish) 

 

Polish websites: 

Pzshogi – webpage of the Polish Shogi Association 

shogi.pl – the oldest Polish website about shogi 

Shogi in Wroclaw – website about Shogi in city of Wroclaw 

 

English websites: 

FESA – Webpage of the Federation of European Shogi Associations 
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Shogi Hub – Webpage containing compact infomation about shogi world 

Shogi Planet – in-developement webpage with shogi materials in English 

 

Japanese webpages: 

Nihon Shogi Renmei – official webpage of Japanese Shogi Association 

 

Facebook groups/webpages that you can join: 

Shogi Polska 

Shogi Poland 

Shogi Malaysia 

Shogi World News 

日本将棋連盟 – official Japanese Shogi Association webpage (daily uploads) 

Shogi Mania 

Shogi Planet 

ShogiFan 

Shogi Bot – you can play shogi on facebook using this one! 

…and other local shogi association groups and webpages. 
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